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importance of sexuality in all its psychic ramifications into
the field of social consciousness. A good portion of this
work has been achieved by the much abused psycho-analytic
research of the last twqjity-five years. It is no longer possible
to-day to brush aside the stupendous psychological fact of
sexuality with a bad joke or with a show of moral indignation.
We begin to place the sexual question within the constellation
of £he great human problems, and to discuss it with a serious-
ness commensurate with its importance. The natural result
of this has been that much that was formerly held to be
established fact has become open to doubt. There is a doubt,
for instance, as to whether officially licensed sexuality is the
only form of procedure that is morally possible, and whether
every other form should simply be rejected en bloc,, The
arguments for and against gradually lose their moral edge:
practical points of view force themselves into the discussion,
and finally we begin to discover that traditional legitimacy
is not eo ipso equivalent with moral elevation. The marriage
problem with its usually sombre background has become
the object of romantic literature. Whereas the romance of
the old style concluded with a happy betrothal or a wedding,
the modern romance often begins after marriage. In these
literary productions, with which everyone is acquainted,
the most intimate problems are often handled with a lack of
reticence that is positively painful. Of the veritable flood
of more or less undisguised pornographic writings we need
hardly speak. A popular scientific book, Forel's Sexuelle
Frage, not only had an enormous sale, it also found not
a few imitators. In scientific literature compilations have
been produced, that not in scope alone, but also in the nature
of the depths which they attempt to plumb, outstrip Kraft-
Ebing's work Ptychopafhia Sexualis in a way which
would not have been dreamed of 30 or 40 years ago. These
general, and also generally known phenomena are a sign
of the times. They make it possible for the youth of to-day
to apprehend the problem of sexuality in its whole range

